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Some of the news this week has been covering the visit of Pope Francis to North 

America, specifically Cuba and the US.  I’d like to share some of the highlights 

and themes that struck me so far.  (And my reflections don’t even cover the last 

half of his US visit!)  I encourage you to read and reflect on all words from this 

visit in your own heart and at your own pace.     

 

I’ve been pleasantly surprised by this Pope since his election, so I knew Francis 

would provide some wisdom. But little did I know how profoundly I would be both 

inspired and challenged by Francis’ visit, his words and his actions.     

 

I have often been much more comfortable being a Church establishment critic.  So 

no one is more surprised than I am that this visit and the messages that have been 

brought to the west have had such an impact on me and so many others.   I have 

been moved to tears more than once during his visit, and was quite frankly baffled 

by this.  Attempting to understand these surprising emotions, I have been struck 

that my tears contained both relief and sadness.  Relief, in that in my lifetime, my 

church’s highest leader was profoundly touching my heart and challenging me in 

new ways…and yet a sadness at the time and energy I have exerted personally and 

professionally in attempting to stay engaged as a Catholic, as a woman and as a 

minister in the Church.  My mental and spiritual exhaustion was not apparent to me 

until I found myself in a puddle of tears over words and actions by Francis.  I feel 

that I — I feel that we — are being called to a new kind of freedom.   

 

During his visit to the US, he has mentioned or reached out to just about everyone.  

He has addressed the old, the young, those on the margins, men, women, the laity, 

bishops, priests, religious, prisoners, the homeless, children, families — and 

everyone in between.   

 

The Earth 

When looking at the themes, it’s not surprising that he spoke often of our needed 

care for creation and how we need to protect, preserve and revere what he often 

referred to as our common home, the Earth.  He pleaded with us to leave behind 

what he called the present “culture of waste” and to build a “culture of care,” 
which he proclaimed in his encyclical Laudato Si’.  Relatedly, he called for the 

“right use of natural resources, proper application of technology and the harnessing 

of the spirit of enterprise…developing but limiting our power” so as to not 

sacrifice our common home nor its people.  Francis stated that since human beings 



 

 

are part of the environment, and that every creature has an intrinsic value, this 

leads to the understanding that “a right OF the environment” exists, (emphasis 

mine).  On the contrary, “…a selfish and boundless thirst for power and material 

prosperity leads both to the misuse of available natural resources and to the 

exclusion of the weak and disadvantaged.”     
 

Members of the human family 

Another theme was his consistent challenge to us to listen and dialogue with each 

other.  He spoke of avoiding “simplistic reductionism which sees only good or 

evil… the righteous and sinners.” “We know that in the attempt to be freed from 

the enemy without, we can be tempted to feed the enemy within.”  “To imitate the 

hatred and violence of tyrants and murderers is the best way to take their place.”   
 
He often acknowledged the complexity of our social challenges.  Within this 

election season, how easily we are tempted to pit one side against the other, 

labeling each party or candidate.     

 

When he addressed the US Congress, he called for the abolition of the death 

penalty and called to them, as well as the United Nations, to put a halt to the arms 

trade which, through greed, produces money “drenched in blood.”  He called for 

greater attention to the distribution of wealth, and his call is not only for the 

financially wealthy.  Most of us have more material resources than we know what 

to do with.  He challenged us all that, along with vast resources at every level, 

come significant moral responsibilities.   At the United Nations, he highlighted 

many of the current social and geopolitical realities and stated that they should 

“serve as a grave summons to an examination of conscience.”  He was speaking to 

the international community, but he was speaking to our own hearts as well.   

 

In addressing our religious diversity in the world, he is not supporting a melting-

pot mentality, where we all agree on the least common denominator.  I encourage 

you to watch the multi-faith prayer service held in New York on the site of the 

World Trade Center.  There were representatives from many traditions — Hindu, 

Sikh, Buddhist, Jewish, Muslim and Christian.  “Together we are called to say no 

to every attempt to impose uniformity and yes to a diversity accepted and 

reconciled.”  Wasn’t it just a generation ago that my mother would not have been 

able to be a bridesmaid in a Protestant wedding?  But Francis reminds us that “we 

can and must build unity on the basis of our diversity of language, cultures and 

religions.”  We are one because we are ALL made in the image and likeness of 

God.  We have a shared responsibility to one another as brothers and sisters.  He 



 

 

even addressed nonbelievers and, instead of requesting prayer, asked that they wish 

him good will.  

  

To those in leadership 

At his speech to the US Congress, he highlighted four Americans: Abraham 

Lincoln, Martin Luther King Jr, Dorothy Day and Thomas Merton.  Now Lincoln 

and King are often exalted as pillars in US history and advocates of freedom, and 

rightly so.  But Merton and Day?  My head almost exploded!  Not only are Merton 

and Day both Catholic, they were surprising choices to me given that neither is 

mainstream — or possibly not known at all in most Catholic circles, let alone the 

American public.  He highlighted Dorothy Day’s call to social activism and service 

to the poor and oppressed. And he highlighted Thomas Merton, a Cistercian monk 

whose legacy includes his call to prayer, peace, and bridge-building between 

religions and cultures.  It has been noted that King, Day and Merton are pillars of 

non-violence and pointed choices for Francis to use when speaking to lawmakers 

who have immense power to threaten and use force.  Contemplation and action are 

part of the call to all of us wishing to walk in the footsteps of Christ.   

 

The Mass in Washington was held at the Basilica of the Shrine of the Immaculate 

Conception.  On the back wall of the Basilica, there is an immense mural called 

“Christ in Majesty.”  This image of Christ depicts him as, if not angry, wielding 

power and control.  The mural is one that is meant to rival the power a mile or so 

away at Congress.  It is an image that can also signify the power of the Church, a 

characteristic that has, at times, been used to control its members with the use of 

fear and condemnation.  

 

But Francis called on Church and government alike to embrace new ways and new 

images of leading.  Images where fear and power do not rule the day.  A retired 

bishop in Florida recently came out publicly in favour of women’s ordination.  He 

stated that he has never felt free to speak his heart until Francis encouraged us all 

to do just that.  

 

Those on the margins 

Time and time again, he referred to those on the margins.  He declined lunch with 

congressional leaders in Washington and instead had lunch with those whom we’d 

all just as soon forget, the homeless.  He spoke to them as a brother and called us 

all to question why many do not have adequate shelter.  “There is no social or 

moral justification, no justification whatsoever, for lack of housing.”  He reminded 

New Yorkers, and all of us, that in the midst of our cities, “beneath the rapid pace 



 

 

of change, so many faces pass by unnoticed because they have no ‘right’ to be 

there” — those that don’t appear to belong.  And yet Christ walks the streets with 

these invisible members of our human family. 

 

He spoke often of immigrants and refugees. In his address to the US Congress, he 

reminded us all that “most of us were once foreigners.”  He spoke of those leaving 

their homelands in search of a better life.  He was speaking in English, and so was 

forced to talk intentionally and slowly when he asked, “Is this not what we want 

for our own children? We must not be taken aback from their numbers, but rather 

view them as persons.” At the UN he remarked that “human beings are easily 

discarded when our response is simply to draw up lists of problems, strategies and 

disagreements.”    
 

“In a word, if we want security, let us give security; if we want life, let us give life; 

if we want opportunities, let us provide opportunities.”    
 

Francis reminds us:  “Far from expecting a pretty life, smartly dressed and neatly 

groomed, He (Jesus) embraced life as he found it.  It made no difference whether it 

was dirty, unkempt, broken.”  It’s been noted that Francis had previously remarked 

that a good shepherd should smell like the sheep!  He reminds us that Jesus calls us 

to “go out…embrace life as it is, and not as you think it should be.”   
 

 

 

Those in the Catholic community 

Although some of his speeches were to non-religious audiences like Congress and 

the UN, he had much to say to those of us within the Catholic tradition.   

 

To bishops, as his brother, he encouraged them, thanked them, yet challenged 

them: “We fall into hopeless decline whenever we confuse the power of strength 

with the strength of that powerlessness with which God has redeemed us.”  He 

encouraged them to be shepherds that are able to “step back, away from the center, 

to decrease, in order to feed God’s family with Christ.”  He noted that it can be 

easy to “think back on bygone times and to devise harsh responses to fierce 

opposition.  And yet, we are promoters of the culture of encounter.”  “Dialogue is 

our method….out of fidelity to the One who never wearies of visiting the 

marketplace, even at the 11th hour, to propose his offer of love.”   His challenge to 

the bishops is the same challenge to each of us: “The power and the closeness of 

love count more than their positions (referring to those they seek to reach or 



 

 

redeem) …harsh and divisive language… momentarily seem to win the day…only 

the enduring allure of goodness and love remain truly convincing.”   
 

In Washington, he addressed priests and offered support for those who have 

“suffered greatly…by having to bear the shame of some of your brothers who 

harmed and scandalized the Church in the most vulnerable of her members.”   
 

In 2012, the Vatican had begun an inquiry of the congregations of nuns of the 

United States.  They were accused of promoting "radical feminist themes 

incompatible with the Catholic faith." Some said it was their work with the poor 

and marginalized that was problematic, since some Church officials thought they 

should have been concentrating more on other moral challenges of our times.  

These were sisters who were not only being questioned, but also seemingly looked 

upon with suspicion.  Once Francis was elected, he eventually closed the 

inquisition and, to his address to priests and religious, he addressed the religious 

sisters by saying:  “What would the Church be without you?  Women of strength, 

fighters, with that spirit of courage which puts you on the front lines in the 

proclamation of the Gospel…To you… I wish to say ‘thank you’— a big thank 

you — and to tell you that I love you very much.” 

 

As I mentioned earlier, Francis uplifted Dorothy Day and Thomas Merton.  And in 

doing so to Congress, it has been noted that he also shines the light of the Church 

on them as well.  Both of these prophets were questioned by the Church in their 

times.  They have not basked in the mainstream limelight of other holy men and 

women in our tradition.  But since they were mentioned by Francis, the 

Washington Post, the New York Times and Google have been busy scrambling to 

learn more.  Indeed, many Catholics are scrambling to learn more, too!  It is a new 

day indeed.  Strategic, inspiring, fascinating!     

 

To the individual 

It is easy to hear and to cheer as Francis challenges one group or another.  It is 

even tempting to celebrate some triumphalism over some past and present pastoral 

practices and personalities in our Church.   

 

But each of his messages has the capacity to be profoundly personal as well.     

 

While he was waiting to talk to the UN General Assembly, he spoke to the 

personnel, the workers behind the scenes — cooks, cleaners, administrators, 

translators.  His challenge to them is the same challenge to us in each of our 

homes, schools, and workplaces:  “Care for one another.  Be close to one another, 



 

 

respect one another…working not only FOR peace, but IN peace; working not only 

FOR justice, but in a SPIRIT of justice.” 

 

In conclusion 

There are many who have been wishing that Francis would change some of the 

present teachings of the Church.  But what Francis is doing is changing images, 

changing the questions.  He is challenging our Church, our world, and indeed each 

one of us, to LIVE our way into a new way of being Church, a new way of being a 

member of society, a new way of being part of the human family.   

 

Francis is not perfect.  I assume that along with his inspiration, he will do and say 

things that make you and me confused, frustrated, and maybe even angry.  Yet 

again, as Catholics, we know that the spirit of hope and authenticity that he brings 

can not be crammed back into the genie bottle.  He is making lasting steps — and 

maybe not always directly to the Catholic institution, which could then become 

merely a battle of wills — but lasting steps toward a new way to be and live as the 

people of God.  

 

One of the commentators reporting on the Pope stated that she thought he seemed 

truly free. Free to be who he was in God.  Free of what others thought of him. Free 

from fear.  Free to love beyond measure.  How many of us can say the same?    


